Beyond bubble tracking.
Using the latest in acoustic technology, Diver6 is a diver tracking and
management system that provides dive masters with better situational
awareness to make better decisions. Track your divers up to 1,000
meters away and send them instructions about how to get on target
quicker.
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Long-Range Diver Tracking and Command System

Diver safety evolved

Mission-critical
connectivity
Diver6 provides better situational awareness,
pushing real-time navigation instructions to
divers underway, while enabling dive masters to
quickly respond to emerging threats underwater
to make fast, mission-critical decisions.

Topside
The core of the Diver6 system is the intuitive and robust topside
controller that allows dive masters to monitor their dive team in an
easy to read dialog. Charts, commands, and alarms are all easily
accessible from the home screen: dive masters have never had this
much information so simply displayed before.
Georeferenced locations of divers in the water column
Real-time monitoring of tank pressure, water temperature, and depth
Omnidirectional transducer with 1000m range
Easy to set up and virtually zero deck space required
Diver Assist to send one diver to another injured or incapacitated diver

Diver
Constantly monitoring and transmitting their vitals to the surface,
Diver6 silently tracks a divers location and keeps them safe in the
water column. Additionally, by using optionally supplied Shearwater
Petrel dive computers, divers can get real time navigation
instructions to waypoints and follow pre-planned search patterns. In
the end, Diver6 keeps divers safer and allows them to finish their
jobs quicker.
Cylinder-mounted modems transmit real-time location and diagnostics
Real-time range, bearing, and depth to waypoints on dive computer
Gives divers the ability to send SOS messages
100m depth rating and 12-hour battery life

Automation
Diver6 works with semi-autonomous vehicles and allows dive
masters to send tools and supplies automatically to divers without
ever needing to resurface.
Send tools and supplies automatically to divers
Increase diver productivity and reduce the need to resurface

Diver6 was developed based on input from a broad range of
real-world subject matter experts including US Navy SEALs, US
Navy EOD, US Navy Salvage Divers, Coast Guard, public safety,
and commercial divers. Diver6 is listed on the US Navy’s
Authorized for Military Use list.
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